
Fill in the gaps

The Zephyr Song by Red Hot Chili Peppers

Can I get your hand to  (1)__________  on

Just a piece of  (2)________  to bite on

What am I to fly my kite on

Do you want to flash  (3)________  light on

Take a look its on display, for you

Coming down no not today

Did you  (4)________   (5)________   (6)______________ 

teller

Get it off with no propellor

Do it up it's  (7)____________  stellar

What a way to finally  (8)__________  her

Pick it up it's not to strong, for you

Take a piece and pass it on

Fly  (9)________  on my Zephyr

I feel it more then ever

And in this  (10)______________  weather

We'll find a place together

Fly on my wing

Riddling on liberator

Find a way to be a skater

Rev it up to levitator

Super mainly aviator

Take a  (11)________  its on display, for you

Coming  (12)________  no not today

Fly away on my Zephyr

I feel it more  (13)________  ever

And in  (14)________  perfect weather

We'll find a place together

In the water where the  (15)__________  of my emotion

All the  (16)__________  will pass me by

Fly away on my Zephyr

We'll  (17)________  a place together

(Whoa whoa whoa  (18)________  whoa whoa) do you

(Yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah)

(Whoa  (19)________   (20)________  whoa whoa whoa)

won't you

(Yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah)

Fly away on my Zephyr

I feel it more then ever

And in  (21)________  perfect weather

We'll  (22)________  a place together

In the  (23)__________  where the  (24)__________  of my

emotion

All the  (25)__________  will pass me by

Fly away on my Zephyr

We're  (26)__________  live forever

Forever
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. write

2. lead

3. your

4. meet

5. your

6. fortune

7. always

8. smell

9. away

10. perfect

11. look

12. down

13. then

14. this

15. scent

16. world

17. find

18. whoa

19. whoa

20. whoa

21. this

22. find

23. water

24. scent

25. world

26. gonna
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